OUTSTANDING FEATURES

- Framless, modern fireplace, with a linear design
- Lengths ranging from 30” up to 100”
- Designed for commercial and residential use.
- 16”, 24”, & 30” glass heights available
- Electronic ignition system
- Includes power supply, wall switch, & remote
- Mount a TV or artwork 12” from glass
- Amazing multi-colored LED light system
- Natural gas or liquid propane setup available

MEDIA OPTIONS

*FOR ALL AVAILABLE MEDIA OPTIONS PLEASE VISIT FLAREFIREPLACES.COM

BLACK 1/4”  CHESTNUT 1/4”  BLACK DIAMONDS  WHITE STONES

BLACK STONES  COTTAGE WHITE  STONE BALLS  EMBERS

FEATURES

ADVANCED 3D BURNER  DOUBLE GLASS BARRIER  HOME AUTOMATION  MULTICOLOR LEDS  SUMMER KIT HEAT DUMP

WWW.FLAREFIREPLACES.COM